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Abstract
Computational design is aimed at supporting or automating design processes
using computational techniques. However, some classes of design tasks involve
criteria that are dicult to handle only with computers. For example, visual design
tasks seeking to fulll aesthetic goals are dicult to handle purely with computers.
One promising approach is to leverage human computation; that is, to incorporate
human input into the computation process. Crowdsourcing platforms provide a
convenient way to integrate such human computation into a working system.
In this chapter, we discuss such computational design with crowds in the domain of
parameter tweaking tasks in visual design. Parameter tweaking is oen performed
to maximize the aesthetic quality of designed objects. Computational design
powered by crowds can solve this maximization problem by leveraging human
computation. We discuss the opportunities and challenges of computational design
with crowds with two illustrative examples: (1) estimating the objective function
(specically, preference learning from crowds’ pairwise comparisons) to facilitate
interactive design exploration by a designer and (2) directly searching for the
optimal parameter seing that maximizes the objective function (specically,
crowds-in-the-loop Bayesian optimization).
Citation. Yuki Koyama and Takeo Igarashi. Computational design with crowds. In Ani
Oulasvirta, Per Ola Kristensson, Xiaojun Bi, and Andrew Howes (Eds.), Computational
Interaction, chapter 6, pages 153–184. Oxford University Press, 2018. doi: https://doi.
org/10.1093/oso/9780198799603.001.0001.
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to reuse this material, please visit http://global.oup.com/academic/rights.
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1 Introduction
Computational design is the emerging form of design activities that are enabled by
computational techniques. It formulates design activities as mathematical optimization
problems; it formulates design criteria as either objective functions or constraints,
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design space as the search space (or the choice set), and design exploration, which
can be performed by either systems, users, or their combination, as the process of
searching for solutions. is viewpoint provides an opportunity to devise new ways
of utilizing computational techniques (i.e., mathematical tools developed in computer
science that leverage machine processing power). e main goal of computational
design research is to enable ecient design workow or complex design outcomes that
are impossible in traditional approaches relying purely on the human brain.
e quality of designed objects can be assessed using various criteria according to their
usage contexts. Some criteria might work as conditions that should be at least satised
(i.e., constraints); other criteria might work as values that should be maximized (i.e., ob-
jectives). ese design criteria can be classied into two groups: functional criteria and
aesthetic criteria. Functional criteria are the criteria about how well the designed object
functions in the expected contexts. For example, a chair is expected to be “durable”
when someone is seing on it; in this case, durability can be a functional criterion
that should be satised. In contrast, aesthetic criteria are about how perceptually
preferable (or pleasing) the designed object looks. A chair might look “more beautiful,”
for example, if its shape is smooth and the width and height follow the golden ratio
rule; in this case, beauty in shape performs the role of an aesthetic criterion that is
desired to be maximized. Note that, in practical design scenarios, these two criteria
are sometimes simultaneously considered by designers.
1.1 Challenges in Aesthetic Design
Design with aesthetic criteria is especially dicult for computers alone to handle. e
objective of a design problem is dened based on human perception, and it exists only
in the brains of designers. It is generally dicult to represent this perceptual objective
using a simple equation or a rule that can be calculated by machine processors. us, if
one tries to devise a computational design method aiming at supporting or automating
aesthetic design, it is inevitable for the framework to involve humans somewhere in
the computation, which is non-trivial. Another notable challenge is that humans, even
designers, cannot consistently answer the goodness value for a certain design without
being familiar with the design space (or the possible alternatives). For example, suppose
that you are shown a certain design and asked to provide its goodness score without
knowing other possibilities; the answer should be almost random. However, if you
are shown a certain design along with a baseline design, you could more reasonably
provide its score by taking relative goodness into account. is means that it is also
non-trivial how to eectively query humans in the computation.
1.2 A Solution: Crowd-Powered Methods
A possible solution is to build computational design methods based on a human
computation paradigm, especially utilizing crowdsourcing to involve crowd workers
in the design processes. Crowdsourcing, especially in the form of microtask-based
crowdsourcing, enables computational systems to make use of the human perceptions
of many people in a structured and algorithmic manner. is idea allows researchers
to devise new frameworks for supporting or even automating design processes that
are otherwise dicult. Crowdsourcing is superior to a single user or a small group in
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Figure 1: An example of design parameter tweaking, inwhich aesthetic prefer-
ence is used as a criterion. Photo color enhancement is one of such design scenarios,
in which designers tweak sliders such as “brightness” so that they eventually nd the
parameter set that provides the best preferable photo enhancement.
that the result is an average of many people, and thus it is less sensitive to individual
variability and provides a reliable indicator of “people’s choice.” It is also useful when
the designer wants to design visuals optimized for a specic target audience with
a cultural background dierent from that of the designer himself; crowdsourcing
platforms provide a convenient way for geing inputs from people with the target
background.
e goals of this chapter are to discuss how to divide the task between human and
computer, how to interact with crowds in the context of aesthetic design (i.e., microtask
design), how to extract mathematical information from the responses by crowds, how
to utilize the information using computational techniques, and how to enhance design
activities using computation (i.e., interaction design).
is chapter specically deals with parametric design (i.e., tweaking parameters for
nding the best conguration) as a representative problem of aesthetic design. For
example, photo color enhancement (also referred to as tonal adjustment or color
grading) is one of such design scenarios (Figure 1); when a designer enhances the
color of a photograph, he or she has to tweak multiple design parameters, such as
“brightness” or “contrast,” via a slider interface to nd the most aesthetically preferable
enhancement for the target photograph.
In the following sections, we rst provide the background and denitions of the
concepts related to this chapter. en, we detail the discussion on computational
design with crowds. Next, we describe two illustrative examples of crowd-powered
computational design methods. Finally, we conclude this chapter with additional
discussion on the remaining challenges and future directions.
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2 Background and Term Denitions
is chapter provides discussions on computational design methods for parametric
design problems by taking advantage of crowdsourced human computation. We rst
provide the denition of these terms and a short literature review.
2.1 Computational Design
We dened the term computational design at the beginning of this chapter. While we
believe that our denition well explains this research eld, we do not argue that ours
is the sole denition. As the term design can be dened in many ways, computational
design can also be dened in many ways. Here, we review this eld from the viewpoint
of two design criteria: functional criteria and aesthetic criteria1.
2.1.1 Functional Criteria
Recently, many computational design methods for designing functional objects have
been investigated, especially for digital fabrication applications. So far, a variety of
functional criteria have been formulated by researchers; Umetani et al. [45] formulated
the functional criterion of paper airplanes (i.e., y-ability) and used it for optimiz-
ing airplane designs by maximizing this criterion. Koyama et al. [21] formulated
the hold-ability and grip strength of 3D-printed connectors and then presented an
automatic method for designing functional connectors. Several computational design
methods consider the functionalities of objects’ mass properties (e.g., standing stability
[34]). Structural strength of objects is also an important design criterion, and some
computational design methods take this into consideration (e.g., [41]).
Another notable domain of computational functional design is graphical user interface
(GUI) generation. In this context, the user performance of the generated interface
is oen considered the functional criterion that should be optimized. For example,
Gajos et al. [12] presented an automatic GUI design method, in which they formulated
required user eorts for manipulating GUI elements as the objective function to be
minimized. Bailly et al. [2] presented MenuOptimizer, an interactive GUI design tool
that utilizes an optimizer to support designers to design eective menus.
It is notable that these functional criteria are oen “computable” by computers alone.
is is because these criteria are basically not subjective nor perceptual, in contrast to
aesthetic criteria.
2.1.2 Aesthetic Criteria
e goal of computational design for aesthetic criteria is to support or automate the
maximization of the perceptual aesthetic quality of designs. Such aesthetic preference
is closely tied to human perception, and thus it is dicult to quantify using simple
rules. Yet, by focusing on very specic design domains, it is possible to handle and
optimize aesthetic criteria by rule-based approaches. For example, Miniukovich and
1Refer to Chapter 4 of this book [33] for a detailed discussion on design criteria for UI design.
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Angeli [27] presented executable metrics of GUI aesthetics and showed its validity
with a user study. Todi et al. [44] applied similar metrics for optimizing GUI layout
design. However, rule-based approaches require careful implementation and tuning of
heuristic rules in limited scopes.
Data-driven approaches can ease the limitations of purely rule-based approaches. Most
data-driven methods rely on heuristic rules but can derive optimal weights or model
parameters for the rules by learning them from training data. For example, O’Donovan
et al. [31] presented a data-driven method of predicting and optimizing aesthetic quality
of layouts of two-dimensional graphic designs. eir aesthetic criterion is formulated
by combining several heuristic rules (e.g., alignment and white space), and machine
learning techniques are used to learn the weights and the model parameters. Other
examples deal with color palee aesthetics [30], 3D viewpoint preference [37], and
photo color enhancement [9].
Talton et al. [43] presented a method for supporting preference-driven parametric
design by involving many people. eir method constructs a so-called collaborative
design space, which is a subset of the target design parameter space consisting of
aesthetically acceptable designs, based on the design history of many voluntary users.
en, the collaborative design space supports new users’ design exploration. eir
method takes roughly one year to obtain the necessary design history and needs
many volunteers to engage exactly the same design space. In contrast, more recent
crowdsourcing platforms have enabled on-demand generation of necessary data, which
has opened new opportunities for computational aesthetic design.
2.2 Crowdsourcing and Human Computation
Human computation and crowdsourcing are oen used for gathering human-generated
data that are dicult for machines to generate (e.g., perceptual or semantic labels for
images). We utilize this approach for formulating our crowd-powered methods for
gathering perceptual preference data. We encourage readers to refer to the compre-
hensive survey and discussions on these terms by inn and Bederson [35]. Here, we
briey review these two terms from the viewpoint of our aempt.
2.2.1 Human Computation
Human computation is a concept of enabling dicult computations by exploiting hu-
mans as processing powers. is term was described by von Ahn [46] as follows:
. . . a paradigm for utilizing human processing power to solve problems
that computers cannot yet solve.
For example, human processors are much beer at perceiving the semantic meanings
of visual contents than machine processors; thus, for building a system that requires
perceptive abilities, it is eective to incorporate human processors as well as machine
processors. Such problems that are dicult for machine processors but easy for human
processors, including visual design driven by preference, are observed in many situa-
tions. However, human processors also have critical limitations, such as that they are
extremely slow and expensive to execute compared to machine processors. erefore,
it is important to carefully choose how to employ such human processors.
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How to Employ Human Processors. A possible solution for employing many
human processors is to implicitly embed human computation tasks in already existing
tasks. reCAPTCHA [49] takes such an approach; it embeds optical character recogni-
tion (OCR) tasks to web security measures. Unfortunately, this approach is not easy
for ordinary people to take. Another solution to motivate many ordinary people to
voluntarily participate in human computation tasks is to do “gamication” of tasks so
that people do tasks purely for entertainment purpose [48]. For example, ESP game
[47] is a game in which players provide semantic labels for images without being
aware of it. Recently, since the emergence of large-scale crowdsourcing markets, it
has become increasingly popular to employ human processors using crowdsourcing.
As we take this approach, we detail it in the following subsections.
2.2.2 Crowdsourcing
e term crowdsourcing was rst introduced by Howe [14] in 2006 and later more
explicitly dened in [15] as follows.
Crowdsourcing is the act of taking a job traditionally performed by a
designated agent (usually an employee) and outsourcing it to an undened,
generally large group of people in the form of an open call.
Today, many online marketplaces for crowdsourcing are available for researchers, such
as Upwork2, Amazon Mechanical Turk3, and CrowdFlower4. Since 2006, crowdsourcing
has been a more and more popular research topic in computer science. e forms of
crowdsourcing are roughly categorized into the following categories.
Microtask-Based Crowdsourcing is a form of crowdsourcing where many workers
are employed to perform amicrotask—a task that is very small (usually completed
in a minute) and does not require any special skills or domain knowledge to
be performed. One of the most aractive features of this form is that anyone
can stably employ a large number of crowd workers even for small tasks on
demand without any communication cost. Recent crowdsourcing marketplaces,
including Amazon Mechanical Turk, have enabled this new form. Although
crowd workers in these platforms are usually non-experts, they do have full
human intelligence, which enables many emerging applications.
One of the popular usages of microtask-based crowdsourcing is to outsource
data-annotation tasks (e.g., [3]) for machine learning purposes. Another popular
usage is to conduct large-scale perceptual user studies (e.g., [19]). Microtask-
based crowdsourcing also enables crowd-powered systems, which are systems
that query crowd workers to use their human intelligence in run time. For
example, Soylent [4] is a crowd-powered word processing system that utilizes
human intelligence to edit text documents.
Expert Sourcing is a form of crowdsourcing in which skilled experts (e.g., web de-
velopers, designers, and writers) are employed for professional tasks. Some
online marketplaces (e.g., Upwork) provide an opportunity for researchers to
2https://www.upwork.com/
3https://www.mturk.com/
4https://www.crowdflower.com/
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reach experts. However, asking professional designers takes signicant com-
munication costs and large variances between individuals’ skills. An expert
with the required skill is dicult to nd and not always available. Compared
to microtask-based crowdsourcing, expert sourcing may be less suitable for
employing human processors and for designing crowd-powered systems that
work stably and on demand.
Volunteer-Based Crowdsourcing is a form of crowdsourcing in which unpaid crowds
voluntarily participate in the microtask execution [16; 28]. One challenge in this
form is to motivate crowd workers; crowds would do not tend to perform tasks
unless the task execution provides certain values other than monetary rewards
(e.g., public recognition for the eorts).
Researchers on crowdsourcing have investigated many issues. For example, Bernstein
et al. [5] proposed a technique for reducing the latency of responses from crowds for
enabling real-time crowd-powered systems. ality control of workers’ responses [17]
is also an important issue because crowd workers might make poor-quality responses
because of cheating, misunderstanding of tasks, or simply making mistakes. In this
chapter, we do not discuss these issues and instead focus on the mechanism of how
crowds can contribute to design activities.
2.2.3 Crowdsourced Human Computation
We dene crowdsourced human computation as a form of human computation in which
human processors are employed via microtask-based crowdsourcing. is means
that programmers can query “oracles” requiring human intelligence into their codes
as function calls. Lile et al. [25] presented TurKit Script, a programming API for
developing algorithms using crowdsourced human computation (which they call
human computation algorithms).
Gingold et al. [13] proposed several methods for solving long-standing visual perceptual
problems using crowdsourced human computation, including the extraction of depth
and normal maps for images and the detection of bilateral symmetries in photographs.
eir image-understanding algorithms are designed to decompose the original dicult
problem into a set of easy perceptual microtasks, solve the perceptual microtasks
using crowdsourcing, and then recompose the responses from crowds using some
computational techniques.
2.3 Parametric Design
In this chapter, we take parametric design as a representative task in aesthetic design.
We use the term parametric design to represent a design paradigm in which visual
contents are solely controlled by a set of (either continuous or discrete) parameters.
Also, in parametric design, the number of parameters is oen reasonably small so that
designers can manually tweak them. For example, to adjust the tone of a photograph,
designers tweak several sliders, such as “brightness” and “contrast,” rather than tweak-
ing the RGB values of every pixel one by one; it is considered that the design space
here is parametrized by several degrees of freedom mapped to sliders, and thus it is
considered a parametric design.
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Figure 2: Example scenarios of parameter tweaking for visual design, including
photo color enhancement, image eects for 3D graphics, and 2D graphic designs, such
as web pages, presentation slide.
Parametric designs can be found almost everywhere in visual design production.
Figure 2 illustrates a few examples in which the visual content is tweaked so that it
becomes aesthetically the best. For example, in Unity5 (a computer game authoring
tool) and Maya6 (a three-dimensional computer animation authoring tool), the control
panels include many sliders, which can be manipulated to adjust the visual nature of
the contents.
Finding the best parameter combination is not an easy task. It may be easily found by
a few mouse drags in a case in which the designer is familiar with how each parameter
aects the visual content and is very good at predicting the eects without actually
manipulating sliders. However, this is unrealistic in most cases; several sliders mutually
aect the resulting visuals in complex ways, and each slider also has a dierent aect
when the contents are dierent, which make the prediction dicult. us, in practice,
it is inevitable that a designer explores the design space—the set of all the possible
design alternatives—in a trial-and-error manner, to nd the parameter set that he or she
believes are best for the target content. is requires the designer to manipulate sliders
many times, as well as to construct a mental model of the design space. Furthermore,
as the number of design parameters increases, the design space expands exponentially,
which makes this exploration very tedious.
Computer graphics researchers have investigated many methods for dening reason-
able parametric design spaces. For 3D modeling, the human face [7] and body [1]
are parametrized using data-driven approaches. e facial expression of characters is
oen parametrized using blendshape techniques [24]. For material appearance design,
Matusik et al. [26] proposed a parametric space based on measured data, and Nielsen
et al. [29] applied dimensionality reduction to the space. Procedural modeling of 3D
shapes (e.g., botany [50]) is also considered parametric design in that the shapes are
determined by a set of tweakable parameters. One of the recent trends is to dene
parametric spaces based on semantic aributes for facilitating intuitive exploration;
this direction has been investigated for shape deformation [53], cloth simulation [39],
and human body shape [42], for example.
5https://unity3d.com/
6https://www.autodesk.com/products/maya/overview
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3 Computational Design with Crowds
3.1 Problem Formulation
We consider a design exploration in which multiple design parameters have to be
tweaked such that the aesthetic preference criterion is maximized. is can be mathe-
matically described as follows. Suppose that there are n real-valued design variables
x =
[
x1 · · · xn
] ∈ X , (1)
where X represents an n-dimensional design space. We assume that
X = [0, 1]n; (2)
that is, each variable takes a continuous value and its interval is regularized into [0, 1]
in advance. In the case that a variable is manipulated by a slider, we suppose that the
slider’s lowest and highest values correspond to 0 and 1, respectively. Using these
notations, a parameter-tweaking task can be formulated as a continuous optimization
problem:
x∗ = argmax
x∈X
g(x), (3)
where the objective function
g : X → R (4)
returns a scalar value representing how aesthetically preferable the design correspond-
ing to the argument design variables is. We call this function as goodness function. A
designer usually tries to solve this optimization problem by exploring X by manip-
ulating sliders in a trial-and-error manner without any computational support. is
exploration ends when the designer believes that he or she nds the optimal argument
value x∗ that gives the best preferable design. Figure 3 illustrates this problem seing.
e goal of this chapter is to provide discussions for seeking methods for solving this
optimization problem either automatically or semi-automatically using computational
techniques.
Assumptions and Scope. We focus our discussions on parametric design and put
several assumptions on this problem seing to clarify the scope in this discussion. First,
we assume that the target parameters are continuous, not discrete. We also assume that
when a design parameter changes smoothly, the corresponding visual also changes
smoothly. From these assumptions, the goodness function g(·) is considered to be a
continuous, smooth function. Note that the goodness function can have multiple local
maximums, ridges, or locally at regions around maximums. Also, we assume that
the goodness function is constant with respect to time. e design space is expected
to be parameterized by a reasonable number of parameters as in most commercial
soware packages; parametrization itself will be not discussed in this chapter. We
handle the design domains in which even novices can assess relative goodness of
designs (for example, given two designs, they are expected to be able to answer which
design looks beer); but importantly, they do not need to know how a design can be
improved. ough we narrow down the target problem as discussed above, it still covers
a wide range of practical design scenarios including photo enhancement, material
appearance design for computer graphics, and two-dimensional graphic design (e.g.,
posters).
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Figure 3: Problem formulation. We discuss computational design methods to solve
the optimization problem described in Equation 3 or to nd the optimal solution x∗
that maximizes the aesthetic preference of the target design.
3.2 Where to Use Computational Techniques
To provide computational methods for solving the design problem described as Equa-
tion 3, there are two possible approaches with respect to the usage of computational
tools as follows.
Estimation of the Objective Function. e rst approach is to estimate the shape
of the goodness function g(·) by using computational tools. In other words, it is to
compute the regression of g(·). Once g(·) is estimated, it can be used for “guided”
exploration: supporting users’ free exploration of the design space X for nding
their best favorite parameter set x∗ through some user interfaces. One of the
advantages of this approach is that even if the estimation quality is not perfect, it
can still be eective for supporting users to nd x∗. To implement this approach,
there are two important challenges: how to compute this regression problem that
deals with human preference and how to support the users’ manual exploration
using the estimated g(·). We discuss this approach further in section 4.
Maximization of the Objective Function. e second approach is to compute the
maximization of the goodness function g(·) by using computational optimization
techniques so that the system can directly nd the optimal solution x∗. In other
words, the system searches the design space X for the maximum of g(·). e
found solution x∗ can be used as either a nal design or a starting point that
will be further rened by the user. Implementing this approach requires several
non-trivial considerations, for example, which optimization algorithms can be
used and how it should be adapted for this specic problem seing. We discuss
this approach further in section 5.
For both approaches, human-generated preference data are necessary for enabling
computation. In this chapter, we focus on the use of human computation to generate
necessary preference data. Such human processors can be employed via crowdsourcing.
By this approach, systems can obtain crowd-generated data on demand in the manner of
function calls. Here we put an additional assumption: a common “general” preference
exists that is shared among crowds; though there might be small individual variation,
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we can observe such a general preference by involving many crowds.
3.3 What and How to Ask Crowds
It is important to ask appropriate questions to the crowds to obtain meaningful results.
We discuss two possibilities in terms of the query design as follows.
ery about Discrete Samples. A typical approach is to ask crowds about the aes-
thetic quality of some discrete samples. e simplest task design is to present a
sample in the parameter space and ask crowd workers to answer its goodness
score. An interface for crowd workers could be a slider, a text box (for puing
the score value), or an n-pt Likert questionnaire. From a mathematical view-
point, this can be modeled as follows: given a parameter set x that the system is
inspecting, crowds provide the function value
g(x). (5)
However, this does not work well in general. It requires crowd workers to be
familiar with the design space; otherwise, it is dicult for crowd workers to
make answers consistently (as also discussed at the beginning of this chapter).
A solution is to present multiple samples to crowds and to ask them to evaluate
their “relative” goodness. For example, it is easy for crowds to choose the beer
design from two options (i.e., a pairwise comparison). e interface for this task
could be a simple radio buon. Figure 4 (Le) illustrates this microtask design.
is can be mathematically modeled as follows: given two sampling points, say
x1 and x2, crowds provide the information of their relative order
g(x1) < g(x2), (6)
or its opposite. is task is easy to answer even for non-experts because it does
not require the crowds to know the design space or other design possibilities. A
possible variant of this task is to provide relative scores by an n-pt Likert scale
(the standard pairwise comparison is the special case with n = 2). A/B testing
also belongs to this category. is pairwise comparison microtask is popular
in integrating crowds’ perceptions into systems (e.g., [32; 13]). We discuss this
approach further in section 4.
ery about Continuous Space. An alternative approach is to ask crowd workers
to explore a continuous space and to identify the best sample in the space. is
requires more work by crowds, but the system can obtain much richer informa-
tion than an evaluation of discrete samples. Asking crowds to directly control all
the raw parameters (i.e., explore the original search space X ) is an extreme case
of this approach. Mathematically speaking, given a high-dimensional parametric
space X , crowds provide the solution of the following maximization problem:
argmax
x∈X
g(x). (7)
However, an exploration of such a high-dimensional space is highly dicult for
crowd workers. Note that this task is dicult even for designers. Also, as this
task is no longer “micro,” it is less easy to stably obtain reliable quality responses.
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Pairwise comparison Single-slider manipulation
Choose the image that 
looks better
Task: Adjust the slider so that 
the image looks the best
Task: 
Figure 4: Microtask design. (Le) Pairwise comparison microtask. (Right) Single-
slider manipulation microtask.
A solution is to limit the search space to a lower-dimensional space. For ex-
ample, by limiting the space into a one-dimensional subspace, crowd workers
can eciently explore the space with a single slider. Figure 4 (Right) illus-
trates this microtask design. is is mathematically formulated as the following
maximization problem:
argmax
x∈S
g(x), (8)
where S is a (one-dimensional) continuous space that can be mapped to a single
slider. We discuss this approach further in section 5.
ese microtask designs and their mathematical interpretations enable computational
systems to access human preferences in the algorithms and to incorporate them into
the mathematical formulations. In the following sections, we introduce two such
crowd-powered systems from our previous studies as illustrative examples.
4 Design Exploration with Crowds
In this section, we illustrate a crowd-powered method to facilitate parametric design
exploration [20]. To gather the necessary preference data, the system asks crowds
to perform pairwise comparison microtasks. e system then analyzes the data to
estimate the landscape of the goodness function. e estimated goodness function is
used to enable novel user interfaces for facilitating design exploration.
4.1 Interaction Design
e system provides the following two user interfaces to support design exploration
leveraging the goodness function obtained by inputs from crowds.
Suggestive Interface. e system has a suggestive interface called Smart Suggestion
(Figure 5). It generates nine parameter sets that have relatively high goodness
values and displays the corresponding designs as suggestions. is interface
facilitates design exploration by giving users a good starting point to nd a
beer parameter set for the visual design. is implementation takes a simple
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Not Good Good
Design space Suggested designs
Figure 5: A suggestive interface enabled by the estimated goodness function.
e user can obtain appropriate parameter sets as suggestions, which are generated
considering the goodness of designs.
approach to generate quality suggestions: the system generates 2,000 parameter
sets randomly and then selects the nine best parameter sets according to their
goodness values. is simple algorithm interactively provides suggestions of an
adequate quality, which enables users to regenerate suggestions quickly enough
for interactive use if none of the suggestions satisfy them.
Slider Interface. e system has a slider interface called VisOpt Slider (Figure 6).
It displays colored bars with a visualization of the results of a crowd-powered
analysis. e distribution of goodness values is directly visualized on each slider
using color mapping, which navigates the user to explore the design space.
Note that when the user modies a certain parameter, the visualizations of
the other parameters change dynamically. is helps the user not only to nd
beer parameter sets quickly but also to explore the design space eectively
without unnecessarily visiting “bad” designs. When the optimization is turned
on, the parameters are automatically and interactively optimized while the user
is dragging a slider. at is, when a user starts to drag a slider, the other sliders’
ticks also start to move simultaneously to a beer direction according to the
user’s manipulation.
ese two interfaces are complementary; for example, a user can rst obtain a reason-
able starting point by the suggestive interface and then interactively tune it up using
the slider interface.
4.2 Estimating the Objective Function
e system employs crowdsourcing to analyze parameters to support the exploration
of visual design. e goal of the analysis is to construct the goodness function g(·).
e process to obtain a goodness function consists of four steps, as shown in Fig-
ure 7.
Sampling Parameter Sets. First, the system samplesM parameter sets x1, . . . ,xM
from the parameter space X for the later process of crowdsourcing. To do this, we
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Visualization
Interactive
optimization
Edit by user
Figure 6: A slider interface enabled by the estimated goodness function. e
user can adjust each parameter eectively by the visualization (Vis) near the slider
and the optimization (Opt), which gently guides the current parameters toward the
optimal direction.
Sampling
parameter sets
Gathering pairwise 
comparisons
Estimating goodness
values of points
Fitting a goodness
function
Figure 7: Overview of the crowd-powered algorithm for estimating the good-
ness function.
simply choose a random uniform sampling; the system randomly picks a parameter
set from the parameter space and repeats this process M times.
Gathering Pairwise Comparisons. e next step is to gather information on the
goodness of each sampling point. We take the pairwise comparison approach; crowd
workers are shown a pair of designs and asked to compare them. As a result, relative
scores (instead of absolute ones) are obtained. For the instruction of the microtask for
crowd workers, we prepare a template:
Which of the two images of [noun] is more [adjective]? For example,
[clause]. Please choose the most appropriate one from the 5 options below.
In accordance with the purpose and the content, the user gives a noun, an adjective
such as “good” or “natural,” and a clause that explains a concrete scenario to instruct
crowd workers more eectively. Aer this instruction, two images and ve options
appear. ese options are linked to the 5-pt. Likert scale; for example, “the le image
is denitely more [adjective] than the right image” is for option 1, and the complete
opposite is option 5. Option 3 is “these two images are equally [adjective], or are equally
not [adjective].”
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Estimating Goodness Values of Sampling Points. Given the relative scores, the
next goal is to obtain the absolute goodness values y = [ y1 · · · yM ]T at the sampling
points x1, . . . ,xM . Note that inconsistency exists in the data from crowds; thus, a
solution that satises all the relative orders does not generally exist. We want to obtain
a solution that is as reasonable as possible. In this work, this problem is solved by
being formulated as optimization. Specically, the system solves the optimization:
min
y
{Erelative(y) + ωEcontinuous(y)} , (9)
where Erelative(·) is a cost function that reects the relative scores data provided by
crowds, Econtinuous(·) is a cost function that regularizes the resultant values so as to be
distributed smoothly and continuously, and ω > 0 is a hyperparameter that denes
the balance of these two objectives.
Fitting a Goodness Function. Now, the goal is to obtain a continuous goodness
function from the goodness values at the discrete sampling points obtained in the
previous step. For this purpose, this work adopted the radial basis function (RBF)
interpolation technique [6], which can be used to smoothly interpolate the values at
scaered data points.
4.3 Applications
is method was applied to four applications from dierent design domains. In this
experiment, each microtask contains 10 unique pairwise comparisons, and 0.02 USD is
paid for it. For the photo color enhancement (6D), material appearance design (8D),
and camera and light control (8D) applications, we deployed 200 tasks. For the facial
expression modeling (53D) application, we deployed 600 tasks.
4.3.1 Photo Color Enhancement
Here we selected six popular parameters for photo color enhancement: brightness,
contrast, saturation, and color balance (red, green, and blue). In the crowdsourced
microtasks, we asked crowd workers to choose the photograph that would be beer to
use in a magazine or product advertisement. Examples of VisOpt Slider visualizations
with typical parameter sets are shown in Figure 8. ese visualizations provide assorted
useful information; for example, the photo at le needs to have higher contrast, the
center photo can be improved by making the brightness slightly higher and the red
balance slightly lower, and the right photo is already good and does not require any
dramatic improvements.
4.3.2 Material Appearance Design
Material appearance design is oen dicult for novices to understand and tweak. e
problem is that shaders oen have unintuitive parameters that aect the nal look in
a way that is dicult for casual users to predict (e.g., “Fresnel Reection”). For this
experiment, we used a shader for photo-realistic metals provided in a popular shader
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Figure 8: Designs and visualizations of goodness distributions in the photo
color enhancement application.
package called Hard Surface Shaders7, which has eight parameters. We applied this
shader to a teapot model. We asked crowd workers to choose the one that was the
most realistic as a stainless steel teapot. Figure 9 (Le) shows typical parameter sets
with their visualizations. From these visualizations, we can learn, without any trial and
error, that the “Reection” parameter (the h parameter in Figure 9 (Le)) performs
the most important role in this application.
4.3.3 Camera and Light Control
Secord et al. [37] presented a computational perceptual model for predicting the
goodness of viewing directions for 3D models; however, their model is limited to
the view direction and does not consider any other factors. We feel that good views
will change according to other conditions, such as perspective and lighting. In this
scenario, we chose a camera and light control task in a simple 3D scene consisting of a
3D model, a perspective camera, and a point light. Eight parameters are to be tweaked
in total, including camera position (x, y, z), camera eld of view, light position (x, y, z),
and intensity of light. We used the dragon model. e orientation of the camera is
automatically set such that it always looks at the center of the model. We asked crowd
workers to choose the beer one with the same instruction. e results indicate a
highly nonlinear relationship between the camera and light parameters. See Figure 9
(Right). When the camera comes to the le side (i.e., camera.z < 0.0) from the right
side (i.e., camera.z > 0.0) of the dragon model, the visualization tells the user that he
or she should also move the light to the le side (i.e., light.z < 0.0) so that the model
is adequately lit.
7https://www.assetstore.unity3d.com/#/content/729
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Figure 9: Designs and visualizations of goodness distributions in the shader
application (Le) and the camera and light application (Right).
0.15 0.31 0.49 0.61 0.70 0.88
Figure 10: Designs and estimated goodness values in the facial expression
modeling application. e values shown below the pictures are the estimated good-
ness values.
4.3.4 Facial Expression Modeling
Blendshape is a standard approach to control the facial expressions of virtual charac-
ters [24], where a face model has a set of predened continuous parameters and its
expression is controlled by them. e space of “valid” expressions is actually quite
small in most cases, which means that careful tweaking is required to ensure natural,
unbroken expressions. For this experiment, we used a head model parametrized by 53
parameters. We suppose that the goodness in this design scenario is the validity of the
facial expression, so we asked crowd workers to choose the beer “natural (unbroken)”
expression. Figure 10 shows some designs and their estimated goodness values. It
is observed that the constructed goodness function successfully provides reasonable
values even for this high-dimensional application.
5 Design Optimization with Crowds
In this section, we illustrate a computational design method of optimizing visual design
parameters by crowdsourced human computation [23]. is work denes a concept of
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(Single-slider manipulation)
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Figure 11: Concept of the method. is work envisions that the design soware
equips a “Crowdsource” buon for running the crowd-powered search for the slider
values that provide the perceptually “best” design. To enable this, the system decom-
poses the n-dimensional optimization problem into a sequence of one-dimensional
line search queries that can be solved by crowdsourced human processors.
crowd-powered visual design optimizer as a system that nds an optimal design that
maximizes some perceptual function from a given design space and, to enable this,
bases its optimization algorithm upon the use of crowdsourced human computation.
is work oers an implementation of this concept, where the system decomposes
the entire problem into a sequence of one-dimensional slider manipulation microtasks
(Figure 4 (Right)). Crowd workers complete the tasks independently, and the system
gradually reaches the optimal solution using the crowds’ responses. Figure 11 illustrates
this concept.
5.1 Interaction Design
is work envisions the following scenario: the user can push a “Crowdsource” buon
in design soware for running the crowd-powered optimization process, and then
he or she can obtain the “best” parameter set without any further interaction, as
shown in Figure 11. e provided parameter set can be used, for example, as a nal
product or a good starting point for further tweaking. is work investigates how to
enable this function in general design applications without relying on domain-specic
knowledge.
5.2 Maximizing the Objective Function
To build a computational framework for optimizing design parameters by crowds,
this work extends Bayesian optimization techniques [38]. Standard Bayesian opti-
mization techniques are based on function-value oracles; however, with crowds and
perceptual objective functions, it is not realistic to query function values as discussed
in section 3. Brochu et al. [8] extended Bayesian optimization so that it could use
pairwise-comparison oracles instead of function values; however, the information
from a pairwise comparison task is limited, and so the optimization convergence is im-
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practically slow. is work presents an alternative extension of Bayesian optimization
based on line search oracles instead of function-value or pairwise-comparison oracles.
e line search oracle is provided by a single-slider manipulation query; crowds are
asked to adjust a single slider for exploring the design alternatives mapped to the slider
and to return the slider value that provides the best design (see subsection 3.3 for the
the discussion on this microtask design).
5.2.1 Slider Space for Line Search
e system lets human processors adjust a slider; that is, nd a maximum in a one-
dimensional continuous space. We call this space the slider space. Technically, this space
is not necessarily linear with respect to the target design spaceX (i.e., forming a straight
line segment in X ); however, in this work, the case of a straight line is considered for
simplicity and for the sake of not unnecessarily confusing crowd workers during the
task.
At the beginning of the optimization process, the algorithm does not have any data
about the target design space X or the goodness function g(·). us, for the initial
slider space, we simply choose two random points in X and connect them by a line
segment.
For each iteration, we want to arrange the next slider space so that it is as “meaningful”
as possible for nding x∗. We propose to construct the slider space S such that one end
is at the current-best position x+ and the other one is at the best-expected-improving
position xEI. Suppose that we have observed t responses so far, and we are going to
query the next oracle. e slider space for the next iteration (i.e., St+1) is constructed
by connecting
x+t = argmax
x∈{xi}Nti=1
µt(x), (10)
xEIt = argmax
x∈X
aEIt (x), (11)
where {xi}Nti=1 is the set of observed data points, and µt(·) and aEIt (·) are the predicted
mean function and the acquisition function calculated from the current data. µ(·) and
aEI(·) can be calculated based on an extension of Bayesian optimization techniques;
see the original publication [23] for details.
Example Optimization Sequence Figure 12 illustrates an example optimization
sequence in which the framework is applied to a two-dimensional test function and
the oracles are synthesized by a machine processor. e process begins with a random
slider space. Aer several iterations, it reaches a good solution.
5.2.2 Implementation with Crowds
Each crowd worker may respond with some “noise,” so averaging the responses from
a sucient number of crowd workers should provide a good approximation of the
underlying common preference. To take this into account, in each iteration, the system
gathers responses from multiple crowd workers by using the same slider space, and
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Figure 12: An example sequence of the Bayesian optimization based on line
search oracle, applied to a two-dimensional test function. e iteration proceeds
from le to right. From top to boom, each row visualizes the black-box function g(·)
along with the next slider space S and the chosen parameter set xchosen, the predicted
mean function µ(·), and the acquisition function a(·), respectively. e red dots denote
the best parameter sets x+ among the observed data points at each step.
then the system calculates the median of the provided slider tick positions and uses it
for calculating xchosen.
5.3 Applications
We tested our framework in two typical parameter tweaking scenarios: photo color
enhancement and material appearance design. All the results shown in this section
were generated with 15 iterations. For each iteration, our system deployed seven
microtasks, and it proceeded to the next iteration once it had obtained at least ve
responses. We paid 0.05 USD for each microtask execution, so the total payment to the
crowds was 5.25 USD for each result. Typically, we obtained a result in a few hours
(e.g., the examples in Figure 13 took about 68 minutes on average).
5.3.1 Photo Color Enhancement
Here, we used the same six parameters as in the previous section. First, we compared
our optimization with the auto-enhancement functions in commercial soware pack-
ages. We compared the results of our enhancement (with 15 iterations) with Adobe
Photoshop CC8 and Adobe Photoshop Lightroom CC9. Figure 13 shows the results. To
quantify the degree of success of each enhancement, we conducted a crowdsourced
study in which we asked crowd workers to identify which image looks best among
the three enhancement results and the original image. e numbers in Figure 13
8http://www.adobe.com/products/photoshop.html
9http://www.adobe.com/products/photoshop-lightroom.html
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Original Crowd-powered Photoshop Lightroom
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Figure 13: Comparison of photo color enhancement between our crowd-
powered optimization and auto-enhancement in commercial soware pack-
ages (Photoshop and Lightroom). e number on each photograph indicates the
number of participants who preferred the photograph to the other three in the study.
represent the results. e photos enhanced by our crowd-powered optimization were
preferred over the others in these cases. ese results indicate that our method can
successfully produce a “people’s choice.” is represents one of the advantages of the
crowd-powered optimization.
Next, we repeated the same optimization procedure three times with dierent initial
conditions (Trial A, B, and C). Figure 14 (Le) shows the sequences of enhanced
photographs over the iterations. We measured the dierences between the trials by
using a perceptual color metric based on CIEDE2000; we measured the perceptual
distance for each pixel in the enhanced photographs and calculated the mean over
all the pixels. Figure 14 (Right) shows the results. It shows that the distances become
small rapidly in the rst four or ve iterations, and they approach similar enhancement
even though the initial conditions are quite dierent.
5.3.2 Material Appearance Design
In this experiment, “Standard Shader” provided in Unity 5 was used as the target design
space, where the material appearance was parametrized by albedo lightness, specular
lightness, and smoothness. e number of free parameters was three in monotone and
seven in full color.
e presented framework enables the automatic adjustment of shader parameters
based on a user-specied reference photograph; it minimizes the perceptual distance
between the appearance in the photograph and the produced appearance by the shader.
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Figure 14: Comparison of three optimization trials with dierent initial con-
ditions in photo color enhancement. (Le) Transitions of the enhanced images.
(Right) Transitions of the dierences between each trial, measured by the perceptual
color metric.
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Figure 15: Results of the crowd-powered material appearance design with
reference photographs. In each pair, the top image shows the reference photograph
and the boom image shows the resulting appearance. Some photographs were
provided by Flickr users: Russell Trow, lastcun, and Gwen.
In the microtasks, crowd workers were showed both the reference photograph and
a rendered image with a slider, side by side, and asked to adjust the slider until their
appearances were as similar as possible. Figure 15 shows the results for both monotone
and full color spaces.
Another usage is that the user can specify textual instructions instead of reference
photographs. Figure 16 illustrates the results of this usage, where crowd workers were
instructed to adjust the slider so that it looks like “brushed stainless,” “dark blue plastic,”
and so on. is is not easy when a human-in-the-loop approach is not taken.
6 Discussions
6.1 Usage of Computation: Estimation vs. Maximization
We have considered two usages involving computational techniques. e rst approach,
that is the estimation of the goodness function g(·), has several advantages compared
to the other approach:
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“Mirror-like reflective” “Dark blue plastic” “Gold”
Figure 16: Results of the crowd-powered material appearance design with
textual instructions.
• e user can maintain control in terms of how to explore the design space X .
at is, he or she is not forced to follow the computational guidance by the
system.
• e chosen solution x∗ is always ensured to be optimal for the target user, as
the “true” goodness function used for deciding the nal solution is owned by
the user, which can be dierent from the “estimated” goodness function used
for guidance.
• Even if the estimation is not perfect, it can still guide the user to explore the
design space X eectively. In section 4, it was observed that the estimated
goodness function was oen useful for providing a good starting point for
further exploration and for eliminating meaningless visits of bad designs.
• is approach can be seamlessly integrated in existing practical scenarios be-
cause it does not intend to replace existing workows but does augment (or
enhance) existing workows.
In contrast, the second approach, that is the maximization of the goodness function
g(·), has dierent advantages:
• e user does not need to care about the strategy of how design exploration
should proceed. is could enable a new paradigm for aesthetic design and
solve many constraints with respect to user experience. For example, users
are released from the need to understand and learn the eects of each design
parameter.
• e user no longer needs to interact with the system, enabling fully automatic
workows. is further broadens the possible usage scenarios.
• e found solutions by this approach can be used as either nal products or
good starting points for further manual renement. In section 5, it was observed
that most of the results were not necessarily perfect but quite acceptable as nal
products.
• is approach aims to nd the optimal solution as eciently as possible, based
on optimization techniques. For example, the second illustrative example uses
Bayesian optimization techniques so as to reduce the number of necessary
iterations. Compared to the approach of estimating the goodness function g(·)
everywhere in the design space X , whose computational cost is exponential
with respect to the dimensionality, this approach may ease this problem in
high-dimensional design spaces.
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A hybrid approach between these two approaches is also possible. For example,
partially estimating the goodness function g(·) around the expected maximum may be
useful for supporting users to eectively explore the design space. Investigating this
possibility is an important future work.
6.2 Advantages andDisadvantages ofCrowds as aData Source
We have discussed the use of microtask-based crowdsourcing as a data source for
computation. Other possibilities for obtaining preference data include utilizing user’s
editing history [22], relying on activities in an online community [43], and inserting
an explicit training phase [18]. Here, we summarize the advantages and disadvantages
of this data source.
Application Domain. e use of microtask-based crowdsourcing limits its appli-
cation to the domains where even unskilled, non-expert crowd workers can
adequately assess the quality of designs. An example of such domains is photo
color enhancement; it can be a valid assumption that most crowd workers have
their preference on photo color enhancement, since enhanced photographs are
ubiquitously seen in daily lives (e.g., in product advertisements). However, some
design domains exist where only experts can adequately assess the quality of
designs; in such cases, asking crowds may not be a reasonable choice.
Whose Preference? Asking many people is advantageous in that the system can
reliably understand “people’s choice” and utilize it. e illustrative examples
described in the previous sections assume the existence of a “general” (or uni-
versal) preference shared among crowds and ask multiple workers to perform
microtasks to observe the general preference. However, in some design domains,
crowds from dierent backgrounds can have clearly dierent preferences (c.f.,
[36]). In such cases, it is necessary to take each worker’s preference into ac-
count in the computation; otherwise, the computed preference would be less
meaningful. It is also notable that the user’s personal preference is not reected
in computation when crowdsourcing is the only source of data; to incorporate
the user’s preference, other data sources such as the user’s editing history have
to be used in combination with crowdsouring.
Data Gathering. Microtask-based crowdsourcing enables on-demand and stable gen-
eration of new data, which is a large advantage of this approach. One of the
limitations in this approach is the latency for data generation; although there
are techniques for enabling real-time crowdsourcing (e.g., [5]), it is generally
dicult to obtain necessary responses interactively. Another limitation is that
crowds may provide poor-quality data due to mistaking or cheating, which
requires to use computational techniques that are robust for such “noisy” data.
e monetary cost is also an inevitable limitation.
6.3 Remaining Challenges
We have discussed computational design methods under many assumptions. To ease
the assumptions and develop more practical methods, a number of possible challenges
remain as next steps.
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Figure 17: “Most Popular” color palettes in the user community of Adobe
Color CC. ough visually dierent from each other, they are (mostly) equally popular
and preferred by many users.
Design Space Parametrization. We have assumed that the target design space is
appropriately parametrized in advance. It is important to seek appropriate parametriza-
tion techniques to broaden the applications of crowd-powered computational design.
For example, it is dicult to directly handle very high-dimensional design spaces. We
consider that dimensionality reduction techniques could be helpful for many prob-
lems with high-dimensional design spaces. However, this is still non-trivial because,
unlike typical problems in data science, the resulting space in this case has to be
either designer-friendly or optimization-friendly (or both) for maximizing aesthetic
preference. Recently, Yumer et al. [52] showed that autoencoder networks can be
used for converting a high-dimensional, visually discontinuous design space to a
lower-dimensional, visually continuous design space that is more desirable for design
exploration. Incorporating human preference in dimensionality reduction of design
spaces is an interesting future work.
Discrete Parameters. We focused on continuous parameters, and did not discuss
how to handle discrete design parameters, such as fonts [32] and web design templates
[10]. e remaining challenges to handle such discrete parameters include how to
represent goodness functions for design spaces including discrete parameters and
how to facilitate users’ interactive explorations. Investigating techniques for jointly
handling discrete and continuous parameters is another potential future work.
Locally Optimal Design Alternatives. In some scenarios, totally dierent design
alternatives can be equally “best,” and it can be hard to determine which is beer. For
example, in Adobe Color CC10, which is a user community platform to make, explore,
and share color palees (a set of colors usually consisting of ve colors), there are a
number of (almost) equally popular color palees that have been preferred by many
users, as shown in Figure 17. In this case, if we assume the existence of a goodness
function for color palees, the popular palees can be considered as local maximums
of the goodness function. Considering that the goal is to support design activities, it
may not be eective to assume that there is a sole global maximum in this design space
and to guide the user toward the single maximum; rather, it may be more desirable to
provide a variety of good design alternatives. ere is a room for investigation about
how computation can support such design scenarios.
10https://color.adobe.com/
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Evaluation Methodology. One of the issues in computational design driven by
aesthetic preference is the lack of an established, general methodology of evaluating
each new method. Validation of methods in this domain is challenging for several
reasons. e rst reason is the diculty of dening “correct” aesthetic preference,
which can be highly dependent on scenarios. Also, as the ultimate goal is the support
of design activities, the eectiveness needs to be evaluated by designers. Methods
in this domain are built on many assumptions, each of which is dicult to validate.
We consider that an important future work would be to establish general evaluation
schemes.
More Sophisticated Models of Crowd Behaviors. e two examples described
in the previous sections were built on an assumption of crowd workers: crowd workers
share a common goodness function, and each crowd worker responds based on the
function with some noise. us, it is assumed that the common goodness function is
observed by asking many crowd workers and then averaging their responses. is
assumption may be valid in some scenarios, but may not be in many other scenarios;
for example, crowds may form several clusters with respect to their aesthetic pref-
erence. Modeling such more complex properties of crowds is an important future
challenge.
IncorporatingDomain-SpecicHeuristics. We have tried to use minimal domain-
specic knowledge so that the discussions made in this chapter are as generally appli-
cable as possible. However, it is possible to make computational design methods more
practical for certain specic scenarios by making full use of domain-specic heuristics.
For example, if one builds a soware program to tweak the viewpoints of 3D objects,
the heuristic features and the pre-trained model in [37] could be jointly used with the
methods described in the previous sections.
CombiningGeneral andPersonal Preference. We discussed how to handle crowds’
general preference. However, it would also be benecial if we could handle users’
personal preference; Koyama et al. [22] presented a method for learning personal pref-
erence to facilitate design exploration and reported that this approach was appreciated
by professional designers. Both approaches have advantages and disadvantages; to
complement the disadvantages of each approach, we envision that the combination of
these two approaches may be useful and worth investigating.
6.4 Future Directions
Finally, we conclude this chapter with discussions of several future research directions
on computational design methods powered by crowds.
6.4.1 Beyond Parametric Design
We focused on parametric design, where the design space is reasonably parametrized
beforehand. is is oen performed for the renement of a design. On the other hand,
the generation of a design from scratch is also an important step of an entire design
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process. It is an open question whether we can handle such free-form designs as an
extension of parameter tweaking.
Some class of design generation processes can be described as a sequence of executable
commands (or operations). In this case, the design space can be modeled as a tree
structure whose leaves and edges represent visual designs and executable commands,
respectively, and the design goal can be formulated to nd the best leaf node from
this tree. For this, tree search optimization techniques (e.g., the branch and bound
method) might be useful. It is also notable that interactive evolutionary computation
(IEC) can be used to generate designs while accounting for human evaluation in the
loop. For example, Sims [40] showed that IEC can generate interesting designs beyond
predened parametric design spaces.
6.4.2 More Complex Design Objectives
In practical design scenarios, designers may have to solve complex problems with
more than one design objective. For example, when a graphic designer designs an
advertisement targeted at mainly women, he or she has to bias the objective toward
women’s aesthetic preference. In this case, it is possible to formulate the design
problem as
x∗ = argmax
x∈X
{wmalegmale(x) + wfemalegfemale(x)}, (12)
where gmale(·) and gfemale(·) are the goodness functions owned by men and women,
respectively, and wmale and wfemale are the weights for adjusting the bias, which can
be wmale < wfemale in this case. With crowdsourced human computation, this could
be solved by utilizing the demographic information of crowd workers (c.f., [36]).
Another complex scenario is a case in which some additional design criteria are
expected to be at least satised, but do not have to be maximized. For example, a
client may want a design that is as preferred by young people as possible and at
the same time is “acceptable” by elderly people. In this case, the problem can be
formulated as a constrained optimization. Under these complex conditions, it should
be dicult for designers to manually explore designs. We believe that this is the part
that computational techniques need to facilitate.
6.4.3 Computational Creative Design with Crowds
We have considered aesthetic preference as the target criterion in design activities.
Another important aspect of design is creativity. One of the keys to provide creative
inspirations to designers is unexpectedness [11]. Some researchers have interpreted
such unexpectedness as diversity in design alternatives and have explicitly formulated
optimization problems for nding the most diverse set of design alternatives (e.g., [51]).
We believe that there are many interesting opportunities to investigate computational
frameworks for achieving creative designs by making use of crowds’ creativity.
28
7 Summary
In this chapter, we discussed the possible mechanisms, illustrative examples, and future
challenges of computational design methods with crowds. Especially, we focused on
the facilitation of parametric design (i.e., parameter tweaking) and then formulated
the design process as a numerical optimization problem, where the objective function
to be maximized was based on perceptual preference. We illustrated the ideas of using
crowdsourced human computation for this problem, either for the estimation of the
objective function or for the maximization of the objective function.
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